[Reactions of neurons of the preoptic area in the presence of serial cortical stimuli].
Evoked potentials (EPs) and neuronal responses of the medial (MPO) and lateral (LPO) preoptic region (RPO) and adjacent areas of the anterior hypothalamus to serial (6-300 s) stimulation of the prefrontal (area 8), cingulum (area 24), periamygdaloideus (RPA) cortex and hippocampus (field CA3) were studied on experimental cats anesthetized by ketamine. Cortical areas were selected according to their evolutionary status. Responses of preoptic neurons to serial stimulation were grouped into four main types: excitatory, inhibitory, excitatory on-off-effect and inhibitory on-off-effect. No pronounced changes in the patterns of response reactions were found when frequency of the stimuli increased, only intensity of the reactions changed. Neurons responding to serial cortical stimulation were located mainly in the central part of the MPO and in the basal part of the LPO. These areas of the RPO contained neurons with the most pronounced convergence of different cortical stimuli to the same cell. In serial cortical stimulation inhibitory reactions developed more frequently than excitatory ones (ratio 3.4:1). A gradient of inhibitory reactions to stimulation of different cortical areas was observed while comparing them in terms of evolution from new to old structures. Prevalence of inhibitory responses over excitatory ones was minimal (ratio 1.7:1), when the neocortex (area 8) was stimulated and it was more pronounced (ratio 1.9:1) during stimulation of the evolutionary intermediate cortex (area 24). That prevalence was still more significant (ratio 4.5:1) in case of paleocortical (RPA) stimulation and it was the most pronounced (ratio 10.2:1) during stimulation of the archicortex (hippocampus).